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In our 39 years, our commitment to excellence has earned customer
trust for all turbine-generator needs. We focus on delivering consistent
quality and value with fast response, superior communications, and
innovative solutions. We are your full-service, OEM-alternative!
 
One call, one source, powerful solutions!
 

Connect with MD&A!

Hydrogen Seal Upgrades
Many units in the combined cycle setup, which can be comprised of two MS7001FA gas
turbines and a D11 steam turbine, are also equipped with 7FH2 generators. Many of these
machines have unbolted babbitted hydrogen seals. If there’s any contamination of the oil
or improper assembly, those conditions may cause the unbolted seals to tilt, which could
lead to a hydrogen leakage and oil ingress into the generator. MD&A upgraded a
customer’s hydrogen seals for a 7FH2 generator by modifying the existing housing.

LEARN ABOUT OUR BOLTED DESIGN SOLUTION

Generator Automated Hydrogen Purge
Package

In the power generation industry, most large generators are cooled by hydrogen gas. If a
unit will be offline for a while for a planned maintenance outage, the hydrogen must be
removed. MD&A Control Systems has a strategic partnership with Lectrodryer® to perform
installation and commissioning services for their Generator Automated Hydrogen Purge
Package. Give your plant the best possible solution with a minimum of oversight by
combining the proven Lectrodryer® Package with MD&A’s experience on generator
auxiliary systems’ operation and maintenance.

DISCOVER MORE ABOUT THIS PACKAGE
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Meet Our Expert:
Pat Murphy - Director, Integrated Combustion Solutions /
MD&A Fuel Nozzle Services Division
In January of 1980, I began my career with General
Electric®, at it's Cincinnati Service Center. While at GE®, I
progressed from a Machinist Apprentice to a Work Leader for
the Large Steam Turbine bucket division in 1988 focused on
low speed balance and machining. In 1994 I moved to the
Gas Turbine department as a work leader in Stationary Hot
Gas Path Repair.
Learn More!

GET BEHIND THE SCENES WITH OUR EXPERTS

Steam Turbine Advanced Sealing System

MD&A Parts Division's Advanced Sealing system for steam turbines, consists of the
Patented Guardian® & Vortex Shedder® Sealing Technology which improves steam
turbine efficiency above design!

Spring 2021 Webinar Series | Managing
Emergent Findings during Overhaul
 

Many times an unexpected challenge is discovered during an outage. How can you
effectively manage through an outage? To help address these emergent findings and
challenges, MD&A leverages the diverse experience of our engineers and Subject Matter
Experts (SME) to help guide you in your gas turbine-generator or steam turbine-generator
overhaul. We are your full-service, OEM-alternative! Sign in to view our channel and 4
recent webinar recordings at your leisure!

VIEW OUR WEBINAR RECORDINGS ON OUR CHANNEL

Operating Surveillance
MD&A experts performed a steam turbine and generator Operating Surveillance for a
customer where various issues and leaks were identified for the operating unit. We
provide expert advice & recommendations to our customers, such as inspecting or
replacing packing, fixing hydrogen leaks, or replacing insulation. Our recommendations
include a clear and objective roadmap for future operations, realistic unit expectations,
future component inspection advice, and specific operating suggestions.
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LOCATING LEAKS OR ISSUES

Portable Machine Shops

We are global on-site Machining Experts! We maintain several Portable Machine Shops
for use during plant projects or for client rental. They come stocked with metal grinders,
lathes and other handy tools needed to address metal work projects. Shops are contained
in portable Conex trailers for easy lifting once we deliver them to your door.

Now
Hiring!

Take a look at our open positions, ranging from Global
Logistics Manager, to a Winder, or a Machinist!

LEARN MORE AND APPLY TODAY!

Connect with MD&A today!
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